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The enemy really thirsts after a war and dismay, as it feeds their program. Of
course, this will be met at a wall. You cannot easily rally 7.2 billion people into
their instant death and destruction without any background to it. So, they are
digging reasons around, the usual. Not even their most stupid slaves believe
them anymore. There are backlashes, and this is great.

So the jews, on a numerological top jewish date, attempted to launch WW3. The
days were very heated to say the least. Then of course, after the operation failed
(the USA expected a move from their enemies to call it a day) they retreated
back to saying the usual goyim deception speak.

As every time when the enemy tries to kill you and fails, they always do this
thing. They try to be your friend. Trump almost created a WW3, whom the enemy
was pushing incessantly (the astrally aware will know) and now, come on guys! It
was just a big joke! Nothing will happen Goyim don't worry! Let's bomb the evil
dictator of Korea instead! Hehe! It was 6 trillion-D chess moves!

G-D knows it was real in their minds!

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024410/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19026.html#p96944


The same they do every time they fail with something. Only to re-try again later.

Now it's coming at us. Cucks, traitors, and jews who have fought to kill everyone,
they will give instructions to their own. "Be friendly now! Until next notice". You
will see this in European politics. Now that they fail with their extermination
agenda, their traitors and cucks will lie just to get re-elected. They will become
really (((PATRIOTIC!))).

And from the backdoor, they will push millions more, of course. But of course, the
system will try to save you! As they tried to integrate them! They always have
their intelligent, fruity multiculti, solutions! They definitely work!

Maybe you need to suck Rabbi Yashua (Also known as the Jew, Jesus HaNotzri
or Jesus Christ) in order to be saved? These people do a lot of evil to you! A
rabbi will save you from the rabbis!

Out of the 10 gazillion they will be adding in your country, oy vey! They will kick
10 people out. These people may have never existed, but the media will be all
over it. "Oy Vey, Racist Merkel kicked 10 people out, she cares about Germany".

It takes just above 75 IQ to understand that this will be an operation, since the
enemy is losing ground right now. One in the likes of Trump as well. The enemy
is really aware that their socket puppets are losing ground, and they will reinvent
new ones, essentially pretending different 'content'. Until they get elected of



course. Then they will go full Rabbi mode like Jewcy Trump.

Let's do some RTR's and make sure the whole plan is thrown off the window. Do
not forget, the Gods are with us. We will be Victorious.

HAIL SATAN!!!
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